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Abstract

We aim to decompose a global histogram representation of an image into histograms of its associated objects and regions. This task is formulated as an optimization problem, given a set of linear classifiers, which can effectively discriminate the object categories present in the image. Our decomposition bypasses harder problems associated with accurately localizing and segmenting objects. We evaluate our method on a wide variety of composite histograms, and also compare it with MRF-based solutions. In addition to merely measuring the accuracy of decomposition, we also show the utility of the estimated object and background histograms for the task of image classification on the \textsc{PASCAL VOC} 2007 dataset.

1. Introduction

There has been significant success in addressing the visual categorization problem in recent years. This can be attributed to advancements in feature descriptors (e.g. SIFT \cite{lowe2004}, HOG \cite{dalal2005}), representations (e.g. Bag of Words (BoW) \cite{vedaldi2008}), and classifiers (e.g. fast, scalable support vector machines (SVMs) \cite{joachims1998, chen2001}). Often, success is measured in terms of increase in quantitative performance achieved on popular datasets such as Caltech \cite{griffin2007} and PASCAL VOC \cite{everingham2008}. In this context, the pipeline of BoW representation computed from dense SIFT (DSIFT) descriptors, followed by an SVM classifier has emerged as one of the most successful, as well as popular solutions for a wide spectrum of object and scene categories such as automobiles, rigid man-made objects, natural scenes \cite{gall2009, gall2009b}.

An SVM classifier is often trained to recognize only a single class category. When multiple objects (or uncorrelated noise) are present in an image, the performance deteriorates. To better understand this issue let us consider a split of the \textsc{PASCAL VOC} 2007 test data into images containing a single class category (PASCAL-S) and multiple class categories (PASCAL-M). In this setting, the average precision (AP) of the BoW-trained SVM classifier for the category “cat” is 0.589 on PASCAL-S, while only 0.189 on PASCAL-M. Also, it has been observed that BoW histograms of single isolated objects are relatively easy to classify. For example, accuracy as high as 77.78\% is reported on Caltech 101 dataset \cite{gall2009}, while more complex images, which contain multiple objects and natural clutter are harder to work with (e.g. 62.8\% is still the best score on \textsc{PASCAL VOC} 2007 \cite{everingham2010}). An important reason for this deterioration in performance is the fact that a classifier trained on single objects often fails to recognize the object when the global image representation (BoW) is “corrupted” by additional objects and clutter present in the image. A question of interest to us now is the following. \textit{Is it possible to filter out the clutter and classify only the signal?}

In this work, our aim is to decompose a global BoW histogram into multiple histograms corresponding to different categories present in the image, as shown in Figure 1. We assume some prior knowledge about the possible categories present in the image, a superset of the class categories, for instance, and that each of these categories is learnt with an appropriate SVM classifier. We solve the problem by partitioning the image into regular cells and assigning weights that correspond to each of the categories. The weights are computed using a linear optimization scheme, while main-
taining their spatial continuity. Thus, the histogram of each of the categories in the image can be computed using a weighted sum of the cell histograms. Our method is specially designed for feature representations, which are additive for an image, i.e. the feature representation of the image can be computed as the sum of the features corresponding to its associated regions.

Histogram decomposition has many applications, and can be used in multiple settings to boost the classification performance as we show in the experiments section — both when single and multiple categories are present in an image. The decomposition can also be used for separating object and background histograms in an image. We evaluate our method on images from various sources: Caltech-256, Flickr and PASCAL VOC 2007.

**Related work.** We note that existing approaches for object detection and semantic segmentation can be adapted to solve the histogram decomposition problem. This involves two steps: (i) Performing object detection or segmentation; and (ii) Computing the individual histograms for the classes using the bounding boxes or the segmentation masks obtained.

In the case of object detection, a classifier is run over an image at multiple scales and locations. Naturally, this process is computationally expensive. Many approaches have been proposed to overcome this by restricting the number of potential windows [15], segmenting the image [21], searching only the salient regions [1], sharing features across categories [31], speeding up the individual classifiers [30]. However, the more successful methods [9] still depend on an exhaustive search in the image space. On the other hand, segmenting an image, unsupervised [3, 26] as well as category-based [14, 27, 35], is a more complex problem, where the task is to obtain a (super)pixel-level labelling. In essence, using detection or segmentation approaches for solving the histogram decomposition problem would be an overkill. In this paper, we present a simpler and computationally efficient alternative for this problem.

The work of [28] uses pLSA statistical modelling to discover objects. They represent an image as a mixture of topics, and compute a histogram from a mixture of histograms corresponding to each topic. Verbeek et al. [34] build on this by introducing a spatial coherency of labels for region classification. The recent works of [23, 25] are more closely related to our work. Russakovsky et al. [23] use the intuition that performing localization and classification simultaneously can be beneficial. They first infer the location of an object of interest and then pool low-level features separately in the foreground and background regions to form an image-level representation. This can be viewed as decomposing the image into object and background using an object detection method. Although this is an interesting approach, it suffers from high computational costs both for training and testing. Nevertheless, we compare the decomposition obtained by their work with ours in Section 4. It must be noted that our goal is not to achieve an exact localization of objects, unlike that in [23]. The work of Sharma et al. [25] on spatial saliency also partitions the image into regular cells and assigns weights to them. As claimed in their paper, it is more suitable for fine-grained and scene classification, and less so for classification of objects — a task we consider in this work. Furthermore, it does not consider the spatial continuity of weights while assigning them to cells as we do. The significance of this continuity term for classification of objects is further discussed in Section 4.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We formulate our task as an optimization problem in Section 2. We also contrast our approach with MRF-based methods, and discuss the latter’s limitation in Section 2. Inspired by the success of fast and scalable classifiers [18, 33, 37], we discuss our work using linear SVM as an example. We show how the formulation can be generalized to spatially-constrained decomposition in Section 3. Section 4 presents an exhaustive evaluation of our method. We then make concluding remarks in Section 5.

### 2. Decomposing Histograms

Consider an image with \( k \) object classes of interest. Let \( h \) denote the global unnormalized histogram of the image. The set of linear classifiers (e.g. SVM) trained on the \( k \) classes are represented by \( w_1, \ldots, w_k \). Our objective is then to decompose the histogram \( h \) into \( k \) constituent histograms represented by \( x_1, \ldots, x_k \), corresponding to each of the classes.

To solve the histogram decomposition problem, we begin by partitioning the image into \( M \times N \) regular rectangular cells. Let \( h_{ij} \) denote the histogram computed independently for each cell. We introduce a binary variable \( b_{ij} \in \{0, 1\} \) for each cell to denote whether it is part of an object from the \( p \)th category or not. With this, our decomposition problem is formulated as:

\[
\max \sum_{p=1}^{k} w_p^T x_p, \tag{1}
\]

such that \( x_p = \sum_{ij} b_{ij} h_{ij} \) and \( \sum_{p} b_{ij} = 1 \). Note that \( w_p^T h_{ij} \) can be compared for different classes since the classifiers (\( w_p \)'s) are trained on normalized histograms. This problem can be solved in closed form by taking \( b_{ij} \) to be 1 for the \( p \) that maximizes \( w_p^T h_{ij} \) and 0 for all other \( p \)’s.

The optimal solution to the problem (1), however, is not always semantically meaningful. For instance, cells from...
sky or road may be labelled as part of other object categories such as bus or car. Furthermore, object cells of a specific category may be scattered and spatially disconnected. We also need a mechanism to incorporate some of the prior knowledge one may have in many practical situations. Examples of such constraints include: (i) a specific shape or aspect ratio of an object, (ii) spatial continuity and penalizing configurations that result in a set of scattered cells for an object category, (iii) a prior on the scale of the object of interest, or even (iv) favouring objects in certain parts of the image, say in the center. To make the formulation more realistic, we relax the assumption in (1) that all the cells are to be assigned to one of the \( k \) objects of interest. This implicitly accounts for the fact that not all parts of the image may be recognized with existing classifiers \( w_p \). Thus, the problem is:

\[
\max_{b \in \Lambda} \sum_{p=1}^{k} w_p^T x_p - \gamma \sum_{(i,j) \in N} |\lambda_{ij}|, \tag{2}
\]

subject to the constraints:

\[
A : x_p = \sum_{i,j} b_{ij}^p h_{ij}, \quad B : \sum_{p} b_{ij}^p \leq 1,
\]

\[
C : \sum_{p} b_{ij}^p \geq \mathbf{P}, \quad D : b_{ij}^p \in \{0,1\},
\]

\[
E_1 : b_{ij}^p - b_{i+1,j}^p = \lambda_{i+1,j}, \quad E_2 : b_{ij}^p - b_{i,j+1}^p = \lambda_{i,j+1},
\]

where \( \gamma \) is a regularization parameter. The constraint \( A \) defines an object class category as a weighted sum of histograms from multiple cells, similar to (1). The constraint \( B \) allows some of the cells to remain unlabelled. We introduce constraints \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) in a neighbourhood system \( N \), which enforce neighbouring cells to take a similar label.\(^2\) In other words, \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) define penalties \( \lambda_{ij} \) and provide object smoothness constraints. The parameter \( \gamma \) controls the emphasis on the spatial smoothness of the object. The SVM classifiers used in this formulation do not include a bias term, but it can be easily incorporated by augmenting every histogram \( x_p \) with 1. Empirically, we found the effect of introducing bias negligible, as we are using unnormalized histograms \( h_{ij} \). The no-bias formulation favours discarding assignments with negative dot product \( w_p^T h_{ij} \). However, the constraint \( C \) helps overcome this issue by enforcing a minimum of label assignments.

A familiar analogy of the objective function (2) with constraints \( A, B, D, E_1, E_2 \) are energy functions that can be modelled as a Markov random field (MRF) with unary and pairwise potentials, and solved efficiently [13]. In such a setting, the term \( w_p^T x_p \) in (2) corresponds to the unary potential and the term \( |\lambda_{ij}| \) represents the pairwise potential. However, as discussed in Section 2.1, the constraint \( C \), which introduces a lower bound \( P \) on the number of cells assigned to any of the \( k \) classes, cannot be easily added into this framework. This constraint avoids a trivial solution for (2), and we will study the importance of this constraint in Section 4. Note that the residual histogram, i.e. \( r = h - \sum_{i=1}^{k} x_i \), need not be empty by design. If there is a need to use context for enhancing the representation, \( r \) can be added to a specific category. We relax the constraint \( D \) as \( b_{ij}^p \in [0,1] \) and solve the resulting linear program (LP) relaxation. The spatial extents of the individual constituent histograms can be obtained by rounding \( b_{ij}^p \)'s to their nearest integers.

The histograms of different categories in an image can be obtained directly using the solution of the LP relaxation, i.e. taking the weighted sum of the cell histograms (LP-relax) or by first rounding-off the solution to the nearest integer and then adding the corresponding cell histograms (LP-round). We analyze the performance on these two solutions in the experiments section, and observe that LP-relax performs better than LP-round, as the former makes a soft-assignment of cells to categories.

### 2.1. An MRF-based solution

As noted earlier, the decomposition problem can be modelled as an MRF energy minimization problem. Here, each cell in the \( M \times N \) grid is represented as a node in a graph. Each node takes a label from the set \( \mathcal{L} = \{1,\ldots,k\} \). This is equivalent to introducing binary variables \( b_{ij}^p \) for all the classes, and constraining them with \( B \). Popular techniques such as sequential tree-reweighted message passing (TRW-S) [12], belief propagation [22], and alpha expansion [2] can be used to solve this formulation, which is equivalent to problem (2) with constraints \( A, B, D, E_1 \) and \( E_2 \). We observed (see Section 4) that most of the cells are assigned to the background in this solution. This is not surprising as the classifier used in the formulation is learnt from images with large intra-class variations, and is not expected to fire positively when only some part of the object is considered in a cell. We overcome this issue by introducing the constraint \( C \). We study the effect of its introduction in Section 4 by solving the LP and MRF problems in the absence of \( C \). Global constraints such as \( C \) cannot be incorporated easily into a standard pairwise MRF [6, 36]. Although MRFs with higher order potentials can be adapted to do so, they often lead to approximate and computationally expensive solutions. The work of [24] introduces a count based global prior constraint, similar to \( C \), into an MRF formulation, but resorts to LP-based techniques to solve the problem. Further, it focusses on obtaining integral solutions for segmenting an image, whereas the solution of the LP relaxation suffices for our histogram decomposition task.

\(^2\)Note that constraints \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) exist for every neighbouring pair of cells. A subset of constraints is shown as an example. We consider constraints of neighbourhood size 8 in our formulation.
3. Spatially-constrained Decomposition

Our formulation discussed thus far encodes limited spatial information of the objects or the regions into the histograms. Often, incorporating spatial information, such as in [16], and concatenating histograms from multiple sub-regions, has shown to improve the classification performance in many cases. In this section we present a more general framework to address this issue.

We extend our framework introduced in (2) to incorporate spatial information into histograms. We introduce weak geometry constraints into the histograms, without affecting the linearity of the problem, inspired by the work on spatial histograms [16]. The spatial region for an object category \( p \) is divided into 3 \( \times \) 1, 2 \( \times \) 2 and 1 \( \times \) 1 grids giving rise to a total of eight sub-regions, as shown in Figure 2, similar to [4]. The final representation of an object is obtained by concatenating histograms of the eight sub-regions. Let \( r^p \) be the histogram of class \( p \) and \( r_1^p, \ldots, r_6^p \) denote the corresponding sub-region histograms. In this formulation involving Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM), we simultaneously solve for \( b_j^p \) and sub-region histograms \( r_1^p, \ldots, r_6^p \).

We replace the constraint \( A \) in problem (2) with the following set of constraints:

\[
A_1: \mathbf{x}_p = [r_1^p \ldots r_4^p \ldots r_7^p r^p], \quad A_2: \sum_{ij} b_{ij}^p \mathbf{n}_{ij} = r^p, \\
A_3: \sum_{i=1}^{D} r_{1i}^p = \ldots = \sum_{i=1}^{D} r_{3i}^p, \quad A_4: \sum_{k=1}^{3} r_k^p = r^p, \\
A_5: \sum_{i=1}^{D} r_{4i}^p = \ldots = \sum_{i=1}^{D} r_{7i}^p, \quad A_6: \sum_{k=4}^{7} r_k^p = r^p,
\]

where \( D \) is the dimension of the histogram, \( r_j^p \) is the histogram of the \( j \)th sub-region, and \( r_i^p \) denotes the \( i \)th visual word count in the histogram \( r_j^p \). Constraint \( A_1 \) defines the histogram of object \( p \) as the concatenation of eight sub-region histograms shown in Figure 2. The constraint \( A_2 \) represents the histogram in terms of its cell histograms. Constraints \( A_3 \) and \( A_5 \) imply that \( r_1^p, r_2^p, r_3^p, r_4^p, r_5^p, r_6^p, r_7^p, r_8^p \) contain equal number of visual words, as they occupy the same area in the image. Constraints \( A_4 \) and \( A_6 \) correspond to the conditions mentioned in Figure 2, that the sum of the sub-region histograms is equal to the histogram of class \( p \). Note that only weak spatial constraints for sub-region histograms have been considered in the above formulation, so as to keep our problem linear. It does not impose constraints on the positions of sub-regions in the image, and hence, does not compute exact spatial histograms. However, it encodes some spatial information, which results in a better decomposition of the global histogram.

We use SVMs trained on spatial histograms of tight bounding boxes around the object as classifiers \( (w_p) \), computed by dividing object bounding box into 3 \( \times \) 1, 2 \( \times \) 2 and 1 \( \times \) 1 grids, as shown in the illustration in Figure 2. Hence, when we maximize \( w_p^T x_p \) in the objective function, \( r_1^p, \ldots, r_8^p \) approximately correspond to the histograms of sub-regions assumed.

4. Experiments and Results

We demonstrate the performance of our method for decomposing the global BoW histogram of an image into its constituent histograms in a variety of settings. In addition to merely measuring the accuracy of the decomposition, we also show its utility for the task of image classification. We use PASCAL VOC 2007, Flickr multiple object, and Caltech-256 based datasets in our experiment.

Composed Caltech dataset. The Composed Caltech dataset, we refer to as CALTECH, is a synthetic dataset generated from Caltech-256 images [11]. It consists of images formed by “pasting” scaled, translated, and rotated versions of the original Caltech-256 images onto other images from the dataset. This provides us with a controlled setting to regulate the complexity of the image histograms. Note that the visual content of some of these images may not be appealing, but we are only interested in the histograms. We divide the images from CALTECH into three multi-category object datasets – CALTECH-2, CALTECH-3 and CALTECH-4 – each consisting of 10,000 images. They have been created by concatenating two, three, and four objects, randomly selected from 20 predefined candidate categories, respectively. The scale of each object in the composite image is measured as the percentage of the composite histogram it contributes to. This varies from 10% to 90%. The purpose of introducing this dataset was to study the sensitivity and robustness of our formulation especially when the object size in the image, and \( k \), the number of categories considered in the objective function (2), vary.

PASCAL VOC and Flickr multiple object dataset. We also use natural images from PASCAL VOC 2007 [7] and a
Experimental setting. In all our experiments an image is divided into 16×16 cells, and a vocabulary of size 4K is used, unless otherwise stated. DSIFT features are extracted at a step size of 5 pixels and a hard quantization is used to assign them to visual words. We trained SVM classifiers using liblinear. For the CALTECH dataset experiments, the classifiers are trained using 25 samples from each category that are not in the CALTECH dataset. We set P (from constraint C in (2)) to 50% of the total cells in an image. The parameter γ is set to 1 for CALTECH and 0.7 for Flickr and PASCAL VOC 2007 datasets by cross validation. We used MOSEK3 for solving the linear programs.

4.1. CALTECH histogram decomposition

Comparison of LP and TRW-S. We begin by evaluating the performance of our histogram decomposition method on the CALTECH dataset. Recall that the problem (2), albeit without the inclusion of constraint C, can be solved: (i) directly as an LP formulation; or (ii) using an MRF-based solution (Section 2.1) such as sequential tree-reweighted message passing (TRW-S) [12]. We follow both these approaches on BoW histograms of the CALTECH dataset. Since we use DSIFT-BoW histograms, the orientation and location of the individual objects do not significantly affect the composite histogram. We evaluate the performance of our decomposition by obtaining the mean AP over all the classes, when the constituent (category-level) histograms are passed to the respective SVM classifiers. Table 1 shows the mAP obtained using LP (LP (w/o C)) and TRW-S, without constraint C. It can be observed that the performance of these two solution schemes is comparable, with LP (w/o C) performing better in some cases, and marginally inferior in some other cases.

Importance of the constraint C. The advantage of using an LP-based solution is evident with the inclusion of the constraint C. Table 1 also shows the mAP over all the 20 Caltech classes when the problem is solved using the LP formulation with the constraint C, i.e. (2), referred to as LP (with C) in the table. It shows a significant boost in performance over TRW-S and LP (w/o C) – an average improvement of 30.35%. Note that including this global constraint in the TRW-S solver is not trivial, as discussed in Section 2.1. We also compare the LP method with two other baseline approaches: BoW and cell-based voting (CV). We use the entire composite histogram of an image for the BoW method, while for the CV approach we assign each cell independently to atmost one object, and build the object histogram from histograms of cells that belong to the object. Our decomposition based methods outperform the baselines, as shown in Table 1. For the remainder of the experiments, we used the LP formulation with the constraint C.

Figure 4 analyzes the classification accuracy when the scale of the object (percentage of the area occupied) in the image varies. As expected, the problem is relatively hard when the object is very small. When the scale is 30% or more, decomposition helps classify the image more than 92.4% of the time. Even when the scale of the object is small (10-30%), our method correctly discriminates the object histograms more than 63% of the time. Note that the improvement of our method over BoW is more pronounced when the scale is small. This is significant since, it is these small objects that we often find hard to recognize in composite images, in the presence of clutter.
Table 1: Comparison of LP (w/o C), TRW-S & LP (with C). Mean classification AP for different k’s on CALTECH using TRW-S and our LP-based solution (with and without the constraint C). CV and BoW are two baseline methods. BoW uses the entire composite image histogram and CV uses histograms obtained via cell-based voting. Note that the formulation is not solved (NA) for 2 classes (k = 2) when 3 or 4 objects are present in the image.

Figure 5: Histogram decomposition on Flickr-M2 dataset. LP is solved for two classes bus and bicycle simultaneously. The images and the corresponding weights obtained for their cells using the LP solution are shown. The cells shown in red are weights of bus, while those in green are of bicycle. Higher intensity of the colour represents a value closer to 1. (Best viewed in colour.)

4.2. Multiple object classification

In this experiment we investigate how the presence of one object in an image can negatively affect the classification of others. We consider the AP obtained when the entire histogram of an image is given to an SVM classifier (BoW) as the baseline. Using the LP formulation proposed in Section 2, we split the image histogram into histograms of constituent objects, and the background/context. Figure 5 shows the decomposition of the global histograms in a few examples containing bus and bicycle categories. One approach to evaluate this decomposition is by using the constituent histograms directly in an object classifier. However, ignoring the background/context histogram would be an unwise move, given previous work [19] suggesting that background/context can provide strong cues useful for classifying objects. Thus, we use the object-background feature representation of [23], where a histogram is represented by a concatenation of object and background histograms.

The background histogram is obtained by subtracting histograms of objects from the global image histogram.

We compute AP on the Flickr dataset with classifiers trained on features extracted from object bounding boxes, concatenated with the features extracted from the remainder of the image. The classifiers used in our LP formulation are trained on features extracted from the training+validation sets of PASCAL VOC 2007. LP is solved for all images in the dataset to get the constituent histograms (for Flickr-M1, it is solved using classifiers for bus and car, and for Flickr-M2, using classifiers for bus and bicycle). Table 2 compares the classification AP obtained using BoW, LP and LP-SPM (Section 3). Using LP, we see an improvement of 12.9% on Flickr-M1, and 56.8% on Flickr-M2. The relaxed LP solution performs better than the rounded-off solution, as it does not make hard assignments for cells. Table 2 also compares the AP on PASCAL-M, with LP showing the best results.

4.3. Decomposition into object and background

We now discuss the decomposition results on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset. Figure 6 shows the assignment of object vs. background labels to the image cells on a few sample images from the dataset. This decomposition is evaluated in the context of the image classification problem.

Table 3 shows a comparison of our LP decomposition scheme with baseline methods. The image representation
Figure 6: An illustration of the decomposition results on sample images from PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset. We show an image and the corresponding weights of its cells obtained from our LP solution. Higher intensity of the colour green represents a value closer to 1. (Best viewed in colour.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>PASCAL VOC</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>SPM+EX.F.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoW</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestBB</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sem. Seg.</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP-round</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP-relax</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP-SPM</td>
<td><strong>0.447</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.567</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Mean classification AP on PASCAL VOC 2007 over all the 20 classes. AP for each of the 20 classes can be found on the project website. TestBB shows the AP when the decomposition is done using ground truth bounding boxes, DPM when using [9], Sem. Seg. is with ALE [14], and LP is the proposed formulation. See text for details.

is a concatenation of individually normalized object and background histograms for the methods TestBB, DPM, Sem. Seg. and LP, while a normalized histogram of the entire image is used in the case of BoW. The representation is then used by the SVM classifier. The image classification AP is computed for all the methods mentioned in Table 3, with (SPM+EX.F.M.) and without (Simple) the use of spatial pyramids and explicit feature maps [4, 33]. Spatial features are computed as in [4], both for the object and the background regions. In the table, BoW refers to a direct baseline when the entire image histogram is used. TestBB is the “golden” baseline, where the object histograms are extracted from ground truth bounding boxes, and used in combination with histograms from the remainder of the image. This provides us with an upper bound on this dataset for an object-background representation model. We also compared our approach with methods using regions from sliding window detectors [9] (DPM) and semantic segmentation [14] (Sem. Seg.). For DPM, we use the publicly available detectors to get the bounding boxes, and for semantic segmentation, we use the automated labelling environment (ALE) framework to find the segmentation mask [14].

The features from object regions are concatenated with features from the remainder of the image, as done for other methods, for both these approaches. We observe that our LP decomposition scheme outperforms DPM and is comparable to Sem. Seg., with a much lower computation cost (less than 0.1s). Although the running time of DPM and Sem. Seg. approach can be improved significantly by applying them at a coarse resolution, this results in an inferior AP. For example, down sampling PASCAL VOC 2007 images by a fourth reduces the performance of (re-trained) ALE from 0.567 in Table 3 to 0.288.

4.4. Decomposition in a weakly supervised setting

In the histogram decomposition formulation (2), we require a linear SVM classifier, which can discriminate the categories present in the image. We learn them using bounding boxes annotated in the training data. We now extend our approach to learn classifiers for a more general weakly supervised setting, where bounding box annotation is not available for most of the images. Recent approaches, such as [20, 23], can be adapted to learn classifiers in a weakly supervised setting, but being based on object localization, they are computationally expensive.

We use an iterative procedure to learn the classifier in this setting. Given an initial classifier for an object, we decompose histograms of training images with our LP formulation. Next, we compute the new histograms of objects as a weighted sum of the cell histograms and re-train the classifiers with them. We repeat this procedure 10 times. In order to initialize, we use 10 ground truth bounding box annotations per object and train an initial classifier. We compare this decomposition scheme for the image classification task on PASCAL VOC 2007 to object-centric spatial pooling [23]. We use DSIFT at a step size of 3 and sum pooling based LLC encoding (to ensure additivity of features) while

---

4We trained ALE on (~ 2223) images from PASCAL VOC 2011 and not on the (~ 422) images from PASCAL VOC 2007.
solving LP. Following [23], we use max pooling based LLC encoding for the object-background feature representation when classifying images. We achieve a mean AP of 0.560 with LP-relax and 0.571 with LP-SPM, using a vocabulary of size 4k compared to 0.572 in [23]. In the same setting, when we increase the vocabulary size to 25k, we obtain an AP of 0.589 for LP and 0.594 for LP-SPM. The training time on a single machine for the method in [23] is 3 days, compared to under 7 hours for our LP method. It must be noted that the AP scores mentioned in Table 3 are not directly comparable to those given in this section, as the method for pooling is based on [23], and different to those used previously. The features used and the vocabulary size are different as well. We also analyzed the importance of the spatial smoothness constraint by setting $\gamma = 0$, which results in an AP of 0.458 compared to 0.560 for LP-relax.

5. Summary

We proposed an effective method to decompose a global histogram of an image into histograms of its associated objects and regions. Our approach solves the problem using an LP formulation, by taking an intermediate path between two harder problems, namely bounding box accurate object detection and pixel-accurate object segmentation. We showed that a wide variety of composite histograms can be decomposed into their constituent histograms with our LP method. We also demonstrated the application of histogram decomposition for improving the classification performance on multiple object and PASCAL VOC 2007 datasets using an object-background representation of an image.
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